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Stay 100% Mitsubishi with Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Accessories. 
Designed by our expert engineers to exactly match your vehicle, they will help to create an 
enhanced driving experience and meet your needs and lifestyle.  Our Genuine Accessories are 
made by the same team who created your car and are covered by their own 5-year accessory 
warranty for complete peace of mind.
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  Engine hood emblem
  Black.
 MZ576873EX

  Engine hood emblem
 Chrome. 
 MZ576872EX

  Body side decal
 ECLIPSE CROSS logo  MZ553170EX
 PHEV logo (no ill.)  MZ553171EX

EXTERIOR STYLING 
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 Side chrome moulding
  Chrome.  

MZ538346EX

  Side door styling
 Silver.
 MZ576851EX

 Side door styling
 Black with red striping.
 MZ576852EX

 Front styling element
 Silver.  
 MZ576847EX

 Front styling element
 Black with red striping. 
 MZ576848EX
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 Rear roof spoiler
  Painted in body color. For partnumbers 

see quick reference list.

 Tailgate lip spoiler
  Painted in body color. For partnumbers 

see quick reference list.

EXTERIOR STYLING 

  Door handle garnish set
 Black.
 MZ576829EX

5-YEAR WARRANTY
Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Accessories belong on your vehicle and 
become a seamless part of it. For ultimate peace of mind and 
confidence, all Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Accessories are covered by 
their own dedicated 5-year warranty.
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  Door mirror cover set
 Carbon Pattern.
 MZ576830EX

  Door handle garnish set
  Chrome.  

MZ576690EX

  Door mirror cover set
  Chrome.  

MZ576689EX

  Door handle garnish set
 Black.
 MZ576829EX

 Rear styling element
 Rear under garnish with silver corner extensions. 
 MZ576849EX

 Rear styling element
 Rear under garnish with black corner extensions  
 with red striping.
 MZ576850EX
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 Alloy wheel 18”
 Diamond cut. 
 Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18   
 MZ315060BD**

 Alloy wheel 18”
 Silver. 
 Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18   
 MZ315060S**

WHEELS

*  Excluding center cap and wheel nuts. 
**  Including center cap, excluding wheel nuts. 
 Please contact your Mitsubishi Motors  
 dealer for details of compatible vehicle  
 specifications and confirmation of local  
 regulations.
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  Alloy wheel  18”
 Diamond cut.
 Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18
 4250G472*

 Alloy wheel 18”
 Grey. 
 Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18  
 MZ315060G**

 Alloy wheel 18”
 Black. 
 Recommended tyre size: 225/55/R18  
 MZ315060B**

Because they’re designed alongside your vehicle, Mitsubishi Motors Genuine 
Accessories are tailored to fit and function perfectly. They will help you get the most 
out of your Mitsubishi for years to come.
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INTERIOR STYLING & COMFORT

 Rubber mat set
  With Mitsubishi Motors logo. 

MZ315169

 Textile mat set
   Elegance. Quality velours with  

Eclipse Cross logo. MZ315163

 Textile mat set
   Classic. Needle felt. 

MZ315219
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 Illuminated entry guard
 White LED. 
 MZ590877EX

 Entry guard
 Carbon pattern, red accent with 
  Eclipse Cross logo. MZ315181

 Entry guard
 Carbon pattern, silver accent with 
  PHEV logo. MZ315253
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 Tailgate lamp 
 White LED. 
 MZ590922EX

 Puddle light
 White LED. 
 MZ590923EX

 iPad holder
  Light grey. For iPad and iPad Air, with 

Mitsubishi Motors logo. MZ314989

INTERIOR STYLING & COMFORT
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 Sports pedal kit 
 Aluminum.  
 MZ360678EX 
 

 Floor illumination
 Blue.  
 MZ590878EX

 Door switch panel
 Piano Black.  
 MZ360625EX
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 Mudguard set
 Black grained.  
 Front: MZ531447EX
   Rear: MZ531448EX

SAFETY & PROTECTION
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 Trunk mat
 MZ514296EX

 Trunk net
   MZ312254

 Rear bumper protection foil
 Black. MZ315154
 Transparent. MZ315155 (no ill.)

 Trunk inner protection plate
 Stainless steel. 
 MZ315180

 Separation rack
  Black coated steel.     

MZ315153

 Trunk tray
 MZ315171

 Rear bumper protector
  Carbon pattern Mitsubishi Motors logo. 

MZ576853EX

 Safety pack
  First aid kit, warning triangle and 

safety vest. 
  MZ315059 

 Child safety seats    
 For partnumbers see quick reference  
 list. 
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 Bike carrier for tow bar
  2 bikes capacity. 

MZ314957

TRANSPORT & LEISURE

 Tow bar
   Black powder coating. 
 Detachable type: MZ315175
 
 Towbar wiring kit (no ill.)
 7-pin: MZ315178 13-pin: MZ315179

 Tow bar
   Black powder coating. 
  Fixed type: MZ315174 
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THIS IS PERSONAL
Each Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Accessory is crafted with the same 
passion and expertise that keep every Mitsubishi safe, durable and 
performing at the highest level. Their quality and design will match 
and enhance the feel, capability and look of your vehicle, whether 
you choose distinctive styling options, extra protection or enhanced 
comfort.

 Ski/snowboard carrier
   Up to max. 4 pairs of 

skis or 2 snowboards. 
MZ315029

 

  Luggage carrier basket 
Silver aluminum with black coloured covers. 
MZ314891

 Roof carrier
 Wingbar type.  
 For car with roof rails. MZ315000.  
 For vehicles without roof rails.   
 MZ314999 (no ill.)

 Bike carrier
  With integrated lock. Steel type, silver colour. 

MZ314156

Please see the quick reference list for technical requirements and additional products.

 Ski/snowboard carrier
   Up to max. 6 pairs of 

skis or 4 snowboards. 
MZ315030 (no ill.) 

 Bike carrier
  Exclusive type, aluminum. 

MZ315032
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SERVICE 
COMMITMENT/

ADVENTURE WITH CONFIDENCE

Over 100 years of craftsmanship, passion and dedication go 
into the expert design and optimal performance of your  
Mitsubishi Motors vehicle.  

We’re confident in the quality of our vehicles and accessories, 
and we want you to feel the same. That’s why every new car 
comes with our SERVICECOMMITMENT/.

Through our SERVICECOMMITMENT/ you can enjoy every journey with total peace of mind.
 
Want to know more? 
Get in touch with one of our dealers today.

5-YEAR VEHICLE WARRANTY

From bumper to bumper, every inch of your vehicle is covered 
for 5 years, or up to 100,000 kilometers.

5-YEAR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

Our Roadside Assistance comes standard with every new vehicle 
and has been designed to enhance your Mitsubishi ownership 
experience by providing you with total peace of mind. Wherever 
the road takes you within Europe, you have access to 24/7 
roadside assistance. Should you ever need assistance with 
your vehicle, just get in touch and we will be there for you.

FREE VEHICLE HEALTH CHECK

Get your Mitsubishi ready for the next adventure with 
a free check-up. Our expert technicians look at 25 vital 
points to make sure your vehicle is running at the highest 
levels of performance and safety. All you need to do is 
contact your local dealer.

5-YEAR GENUINE ACCESSORY WARRANTY

Designed alongside your vehicle, Mitsubishi Motors Genuine 
Accessories are made to be the perfect fit. They’re carefully 
crafted with the same passion, expertise and testing that 
make sure every Mitsubishi is safe, durable and performing 
at the highest level. So you can be sure they’ll optimize the 
look, feel and capability of your vehicle. What’s more, all 
Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Accessories are covered by our 
5-year warranty, so you can continue to drive with complete 
confidence.

OUR SERVICECOMMITMENT/

Local conditions apply, please refer to your owner’s manual.

MITSUBISHI SERVICE COMMITMENT
YOUR CAR, OUR COMMITMENT

5-year vehicle warranty

5-year genuine accessory warranty

5-year Roadside Assistance

Free vehicle health check
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QUICK REFERENCE LIST

Child seats BABY-SAFE i-SIZE** For children up to 15 months, max. 13 kg. 
Lenght child: 40-83 cm. High flammability 
requirement.

MZ315055

DUO PLUS* For children 9 months - 4 years, or 9 - 18 kg. MZ313045B

KIDFIX XP* For children from 4 - 12 years, or 15 - 35 kg, 
Non-separated type

MZ315025

BABY-SAFE i-SIZE FLEX 
BASE

Up to 15 months, max. 13 kg, To be used with 
MZ315055

MZ315056

Towing Tow bar, fixed Fixed type; max. towing capacity: 1.500kg; max. 
vertical load: 75kg

MZ315174

Tow bar, detachable Detachable type; max. towing capacity: 1.500kg; 
max. vertical load:75kg

MZ315175

7-pin wiring kit Fully independent amplified signals for the 
trailer connections; Compatible with trailers  
fitted with LED lamps; Plug and play connectors.

MZ315178

13-pin wiring kit MZ315179

Adapter socket 13-pin to 7-pin MZ313937

Adapter socket 7-pin to 13-pin MZ313938

Adapter socket 13-pin to 13-pin west MZ313939

Bike and 
cargo carriers

Rear Bike carrier, 2 bike 
capacity

Capacity: 2 bikes; Max load 1 bike/2bikes: 
25kg/45.8kg; 13-pins wiring connection

MZ314957

Roof base carrier, for 
roofrail

Wingbar type. Silver. For vehicles with OE roof 
rails.

MZ315000

Roof base carrier Wingbar type. Silver. For vehicles without OE 
roof rails

MZ314999

Roof carrier accessory 
lock cylinder set

6-lock set with same key, to match roof carrier 
accessories (2 locks) with base carrier (4 locks)

MZ315032S4

Roof carrier protec-
tion set

Includes 2 protection pads for roof bars, 2 tie-
down straps and a storage bag

MME50500

Roof bike carrier Aluminum exclusive type; with inegrated lock; 
MITSUBISHI MOTORS logo

MZ315032

Roof bike carrier Silver steel type; with integrated lock. Must 
be combined with: MZ314156S1 Adapter roof 
bike carrier.

MZ314156

Bike and 
cargo carriers
Accessories

Adapter for roof bike 
carrier

Adapter kit to fit steel type bike carrier to roof 
base carrier. Must be combined with: MZ314156 
Roof bike carrier.

MZ314156S1

Adapter for roof bike 
carrier

Adapter kit for Fatbike wheels. Must be com-
bined with: MZ315032 Roof bike carrier

MZ315032S3

Adapter for roof bike 
carrier

Adapter kit for carbon frame bikes. Must be 
combined with: MZ315032 Roof bike carrier

MZ315032S2

Ski/snowboard carrier 50cm, up to max 4 pairs of skies or 2 snow-
boards; MITSUBISHI MOTORS logo

MZ315029

Ski/snowboard carrier 60cm, up to max 6 pairs of skies or 4 snow-
boards; MITSUBISHI MOTORS logo

MZ315030

Ski/snowboard carrier For cross country ski's; Supplier logo MZ315031

Kayak / surfboard carrier 2 Holders & 2 tie-down straps MZ313537

Open luggage carrier Aluminum rack with black elements; 91x135 cm; MZ314891

Tie down strap 1 Piece MZ311382

Load stop set 4 pcs set; for aluminum bars only; MITSUBISHI 
MOTORS logo

MZ315035

Electrical Cable bag Special storage bag for Mode-3 charging cable 
with MITSUBISHI MOTORS logo. Including gloves 
and small towel.

MME50700B

Mode 3 T2-T2 charging 
cable

For public or special home charging facility (not 
for quick charging stations); 6 m length.

MZ315299

Front styling Front styling element Silver MZ576847EX
Front styling element Black with red striping MZ576848EX
Engine hood emblem Chrome MZ576872EX
Engine hood emblem Black MZ576873EX

Side styling Side chrome molding Chrome. RH&LH, both front and rear doors MZ538346EX
Side door styling Silver MZ576851EX
Side door styling Black with red striping MZ576852EX
Door mirror cover set Chrome MZ576689EX
Door mirror cover set Carbon Pattern MZ576830EX
Door handle garnish set Chrome MZ576690EX
Door handle garnish set Black MZ576829EX
Body side decal ECLIPSE CROSS logo MZ553170EX
Body side decal PHEV logo MZ553171EX

Rear styling Rear styling element Rear under garnish with silver corner  
extensions

MZ576849EX

Rear styling element Rear under garnish with black corner  
extensions with red striping

MZ576850EX

Rear roof spoiler Bronze Metallic (C21) MZ576860EX
Rear roof spoiler Blue Mica (D06) MZ576859EX
Rear roof spoiler Red Diamond (P62) MZ576854EX
Rear roof spoiler Titanium Gray (U17) MZ576858EX
Rear roof spoiler Sterling Silver (U25) MZ576857EX
Rear roof spoiler Polar White (W37) MZ576855EX
Rear roof spoiler White Diamond (W85) MZ576861EX
Rear roof spoiler Amethyst Black (X42) MZ576856EX
Tailgate lip spoiler Bronze Metallic (C21) MZ576868EX
Tailgate lip spoiler Blue Mica (D06) MZ576867EX
Tailgate lip spoiler Red Diamond (P62) MZ576862EX
Tailgate lip spoiler Titanium Gray (U17) MZ576866EX
Tailgate lip spoiler Sterling Silver (U25) MZ576865EX
Tailgate lip spoiler Polar White (W37) MZ576863EX
Tailgate lip spoiler White Diamond (W85) MZ576869EX
Tailgate lip spoiler Amethyst Black (X42) MZ576864EX

Wheels 18" Alloy wheel 18x7J ET38;  w/o a center cap. Black diamond 
cut finish.

4250G472 

18" Alloy wheel 18x7J ET38; with center cap. Black diamond 
cut finish.

MZ315060BD

18" Alloy wheel 18x7J ET38; with center cap. Grey. MZ315060G

18" Alloy wheel 18x7J ET38; with center cap. Silver. MZ315060S

18" Alloy wheel 18x7J ET38; with center cap. Black. MZ315060B

Center cap For alloy wheels; i.c.w. 4250G472. Black. 4252A020

Lockable wheel nuts Set of 4, with 1 key, flat nut seating, closed MZ313736

Textile mats Textile mat set FR+RR 
LHD Classic

Classic black needle felt mats; warning label 
on driver's mat

MZ315219

Textile mat set FR+RR 
LHD Elegance

Premium velour with double stiching mats; 
ECLIPSE CROSS logo; warning label on driver's 
mat

MZ315163

Rubber mats Rubber mat set FR+RR 
LHD

Rubber mat set; MITSUBISHI MOTORS logo; 
warning label on driver's mat

MZ315169

Smoking LED Ashtray Blue LED light turns on when the lid opens, 
Solar charging

MZ520635EX

Cigarette lighter Replace from the original accessory socket MZ607475EX
Interior styling Entry guard Resin type entry guard with ECLIPSE CROSS 

logo; both front and rear with red accent. 
Carbon pattern.

MZ315181

Entry guard Resin type entry guard with PHEV logo; both 
front and rear with silver accent. Carbon 
pattern.

MZ315253

Illuminated entry guard Stainless steel entry guard with white LED, with 
MITSUBISHI MOTORS logo, set for RH&LH, both 
front and rear, 6pcs type, harness operated.

MZ590877EX

Interior floor illumination Blue LED front footwell illumination, harness 
operated

MZ590878EX

Interior illumination set Set of illuminated entry guard (MZ590877EX) 
and Interior floor illumination (MZ590878EX)

MZ590886EX

Door switch panel LHD Piano Black MZ360625EX
Sports pedal kit LHD Aluminum look MZ360678EX
Sports pedal kit RHD Aluminum look MZ360658EX

Interior utility Tailgate interior lamp Additional lighting for tailgate area; mounted 
on tailgate; harness operated

MZ590922EX

Puddle light Additional lighting for front door area; MZ590923EX
iPad holder iPad 2/3/4 & Air holder with base mounted to 

passenger seat headrest
MZ314989

Mudguards Mudguards front Set of 2 front mudguards. Black grained. MZ531447EX
Mudguards rear Set of 2 rear mudguards. Black grained. MZ531448EX

On-board 
safety

First aid kit DIN 13164 MZ315058
Safety pack First aid kit (DIN13164) , Warning triangle, 

Safety vest
MZ315059

Safety vest Yellow, Packed in pouch bag with Mitsubishi 
Motors logo

MME50722

Warning triangle Emergency triangle for breakdowns or other 
roadside emergencies. Folds away for easy 
storage. Supplied in a durable lightweight case. 

MZ312957

Protection 
and utility

Separation rack Black-coated steel rack to separate the trunk 
space from passenger space. Crash tested 
(R126)

MZ315153

Rear bumper protection 
foil

For rear bumper, transparent MZ315155

Rear bumper protection 
foil

For rear bumper, black matte MZ315154

Rear bumper protection 
plate

Protective cover for rear bumper. With "MIT-
SUBISHI MOTORS" insert. Carbon pattern.

MZ576853EX

Trunk inner protection 
plate

Stainless steel MZ315180

Trunk textile mat Fabric mat with Mitsubishi motors tag MZ514296EX

Trunk tray With Mitsubishi motors logo MZ315171

Trunk net MZ312254

Product group Product name Product description Part number Product group Product name Product description Part number

*      This child seat can be fixed with the universal system (Seat belt) and with ISOFIX system.
**       This child seat can be fixed with the universal system (Seat belt). Optionally this child seat  

can be installed using the ISOFIX base (sold separately) designed for this seat.
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www.mitsubishi-motors.com

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were 
accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press. The right is reserved to 
change specifications, part numbers and features without prior notice. To avoid 
any misunderstandings your Mitsubishi Motors dealer will advise of any alterations 
made since the date of issue of this brochure. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced in any form or by any means, without the prior written permission 
of Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V. Some of the products or vehicles shown in the 
brochure may differ from the models available in your market.

Mitsubishi Motors Europe B.V.
www.mitsubishi-motors-europe.com


